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Chairman's Foreword
In a field which has enjoyed the wide spread appeal that has
surrounded industrial archaeology in recent years it is easy to
imagine that there are no problems, that the battles have all been
won. The opposite is in fact the case. That industrial sites and
landscapes are as valid a part of what has come to be called the
heritage - the term national estate carries much more authority is now well recognised but the form which that recognition takes
and our ability to fulfil the historical and archaeological commitments
which are implicit in it falls far short of what is required.
Something approaching seventy per cent of the built environment
of Britain was created during the period of the Industrial Revolution.
In looking at the monuments and landscapes of that period we need
firstly to justify a policy of responsible curatorship. Why should
the nation see itself as the curator instead of the liquidator of
the national estate? Secondly, we need to identify the nature of
the threats to that industrial environment and, thirdly, we must
examine our responses to those threats, the manner in which a
coherent policy of preservation linked to recording can ensure the
retention of the worthwhile elements of the national estate.
Firstly, the justifications for a policy of sound curatorship. The
processes of industrialisation which took place in Britain during
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were in many respects unique,
they were without precedent, the product of a set of economic, social
and technological circumstances that had never existed anywhere else
before. The result was the world's first industrial nation and a
radical alteration in the way in which people thought and lived, not
only in Britain but ultimately throughout the world. The Industrial
Revolution has left us a unique physical legacy in the form of a
landscape which, both urban and rural, is predominantly the product
of industrialisation and its side effects. For this reason alone
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there is an indisputable case for affording the remains of the
Industrial Revolution the most thoughtful attention and detailed
care. We are guardians of an historical, archaeological and
environmental asset of worldwide significance, the long term cultural
implications of which are as yet little understood. This lack of
understanding results partly from the fact that the events which
created many of these industrial landscapes are too close to us in
time to be seen in any real historical perspective, partly the
ambivalence of attitude which still prevails when we regard the
less visually attractive remains of industry, and partly the emotional
associations which these remains create, of appalling living and
working conditions. But the threshold of attitude moves rapidly;
had the Shot Tower in Bristol, the great Cornish pumping engines
at Sudbrook on the Severn Tunnel, or the Sailors' Home in Liverpool
survived five years longer they would have been accepted as part of
the national estate, preserved, revered and valued, eventually to
become indispensable.
There are straight-forward archaeological arguments too for a
coherent policy towards the industrial landscape. Much of what we
know about, for example, early pre-locomotive railways, the development of blast furnaces, mining and quarrying, the extraction and
processing of non-ferrous metals, the evolution of workers' housing,
derives from the study of the evidence surviving on the ground and,
as in other fields of archaeological study, there is a need to preserve
at least some of these remains or to record them in the most rigorous
manner possible in order to allow the successive re-interpretation
of that evidence. As popular attitudes change to what should or
should not be retained in the landscape, so too do the terms and
categories we use to describe and study the past. The constantly
advancing requirements of scholarship repeatedly underline the need
to record in a way which is not dictated by particular interpretations
of history. We have only to consider how our understanding of
medieval England has been enlarged in the last thirty years through
the discussion of deserted villages and planned towns, concepts
few historians bothered to mention in the early 1950s, to realise
that the questions we ask now of the industrial landscape will
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probably not be the same as those posed by historians at the end of
the century. Similarly, it was only recently that industrial terrace
housing was widely supposed to be all of a type, but each major city
has its own characteristic patterns and, as the work of Beresford in
Leeds, Dyos in Camberwell and Lowe in South Wales has demonstrated,
there are significant variations within given areas, which can reveal
a great deal about their history. Our descendants have a right to
at least as many options in the cultural environment as we have
ourselves. It is in the belief that the case for an orderly and
far-sightedly managed national estate is so overwhelming that provides
the primary justification for a co-ordinated and coherent approach to
its curatorship.
The threats to the industrial environment have been numerous and
varied. They have changed in nature but not in intensity with the
passage of time. Industrial archaeology, like much of the environmental
and conservation movement, came into existence because landscapes, both
urban and rural, were being changed rapidly and radically. The threat
to early industrial sites in the 1950s and '60s was seen primarily as
one of demolition, wholesale demolition as part of the large scale
planned redevelopment of urban areas. The large quantity of industrial
remains and the fact that many of these have, traditionally, been
labelled as visually and socially undesirable has meant that it has
inevitably been these that have suffered most in the face of development proposals. But as attitudes have evolved and as the pace of
redevelopment has slowed and in many cases given way to rehabilitation,
so too have the threats to the industrial landscape changed. It is
possible to detect the emergence of a conservation ethic which may
perhaps provide a more satisfactory reconciliation of society's demands
for amenity with the economic realities of a so-called post-industrial
society largely devoid of ritual expectations of growth. Thus society
is showing an increasing interest in the physical infrastructure of
the existing landscape and is beginning to see in it assets with
intrinsic social and economic values. The nature of the British
landscape, dominated as it is by eighteenth and nineteenth century
developments, means that it must inevitably be the physical remains
of industrialisation that provide the building bricks, so to speak,
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for the future and this places special responsibilities upon us in
terms of how we view their future. The threat is now not so much one
of demolition, although that still exists, but the fact that industrial
buildings, and domestic buildings too of the Industrial Revolution
period, are seen as fair game for adaptive re-use. In looking at the
future of Old Temple Meads Station, Bristol or Albert Dock, Liverpool
we will be seeking an acceptable reconciliation of the needs of history
and archaeology on the one hand - the voices of the past - and on the
other the pragmatic necessities of the present and the future, the
architectural and technical requirements of adaptive re-use without
which these buildings would inevitably disappear.
What have been the responses to these threats? They have been
varied and piecemeal, and have ranged from the spectacularly successful
to the abysmally inadequate. The forces of change which brought industrial
archaeology into existence generated a powerful movement for the preservation
of industrial sites and monuments. Preservation societies, museums,
civic and amenity groups, local authorities, and central government
have all been involved to a greater or lesser extent in the preservation
of important industrial sites. The preservation movement has had a
record of some considerable success although the continued tendency to
concentrate on spectacular and aesthetically interesting structures
and machines is an indication that, as yet, the archaeology of the
Industrial Revolution, that part of our past which has so radically
determined the course of human progress, is not taken as seriously
as that of earlier periods.
Over the same period the Industrial Monuments Survey began its
systematic and painstaking work which in the last twenty years has
resulted in most of the significant industrial monuments in Britain
being scheduled or listed, as appropriate. The Survey, begun by
the Council for British Archaeology in 1963, has since 1976 been run
by the Department of the Environment under an agency arrangement with
the University of Bath. Recently responsibility has passed to the
Royal Commission on Historical Monuments (England) so that at last
the Survey has become a part of that arm of government which has
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responsibilities for the recording of historic buildings and structures.
The Survey has, so to speak, found its last resting place. The
contribution of the Survey to our knowledge and understanding of the
industrial landscape has been prodigious, and as an example of the
effective deployment of minimal resources it is a model, but it has
done little more than identify the key sites, ascribe some value to
them, and ensure that they are fed into the legislative system. An
active policy of identification and preservation is pointless if
there is not as active a policy for recording in depth what is not
preserved. But by their nature industrial monuments and landscapes
are not easily accommodated within the conventional protective
legislation geared as it is to the visually appealing and the extraordinary. Similarly they pose new problems of preservation and
recording. But while the preservation and adaptive re-use of industrial
remains has given birth to new and ingenious solutions, to novel
methods of funding and management, when we look at the systematic
recording of those remains we can point to a quite spectacular
failure at a national level and only moderate but very patchy success
regionally. There have been notable and honourable exceptions. In
Scotland, for example, the Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical
Monuments of Scotland has been engaged on a systematic and detailed
record of threatened industrial sites but nothing approaching this
quality or quantity of work exists in England or Wales. At a local
level, here and there industrial archaeological societies, extramural groups, museums and colleges have carried out detailed surveys
of individual buildings or occasionally groups of buildings, but it
is impossible to identify any systematic approach to industrial
recording on a regional basis. The technology of recording is in
its infancy. Specialised structures and machines need new and
specialised techniques; and there is nothing approaching a universally
accepted standard of recording or presentation.
To arrive at an answer does not need vast resources nor a huge
administrative superstructure, as the Historic American Engineering
Record has demonstrated; many of the resources exist, the pool of
volunteer potential is considerable and the opportunities to use
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trainee architects and engineers and to mobilise established professionals
in these fields are great. What we lack are any accepted standards,
any framework of guidance within which volunteers, or for that matter
professionals, can work. In the case of England the transfer of the
Industrial Monuments Survey to the Royal Commission will undoubtedly
help to pinpoint the place where central responsibilities for recording
industrial remains really lie. But one only has to appreciate the
range and scale of the industrial archaeological recording problem
to realise that it is not going to be solved by the Royal Commission
with its traditional method of approach. If the massive requirement
to record the monuments and landscapes of the Industrial Revolution
before they disappear In the face of redevelopment or rehabilitation
is to be met then an imaginative and far-sighted policy, well run and
well co-ordinated and combining national and local resources, statutory
and non-statutory bodies, professionals and amateurs, and large numbers
of people with a great range of expertise, will be needed.

Neil Cossons
Chairman
CBA Industrial Archaeology Research Committee
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Introduction

The Working Party was convened in 1977 as a sub-committee of the
Industrial Archaeology Research Committee. It was asked in its initial
brief to consider recommending national standards in recording of industrial
monuments as it was appreciated that drawings which already exist, or
which will be completed during the next few years, form an increasingly
important archive of primary source material for industrial archaeologists
and historians, particularly as sites continue to be destroyed. The
definition of minimum standards to which site recording should be done
would aid those bodies which commission and fund recording.
Early on in its deliberations the Working Party realized that no
single guide adequately covered the many diverse aspects of industrial
recording or indicated the standards to which records should be produced.
There was therefore a need for a manual to assist the staff of local
authority planning departments and other institutions, groups and individuals
involved in survey and recording of industrial sites and the Working Party
would strongly recommend that the Council for British Archaeology itself
consider publishing such a manual.
As part way towards the production of such a manual, the Working Party
now offers this report which reviews the current developments at the three
main levels of recording, comments on the techniques of recording which
receive scant attention elsewhere, suggests a range of useful glossaries
and general texts, and offers advice on the production and deposition of
records.
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Levels of Recording
The Working Party was concerned that recording should not be regarded
as a separate entity and as an alternative to preservation, but rather as
an integral part of a widely defined preservation process. All preservation
involves the retention of something less than the whole; thus recording
can be regarded as a low level of preservation whereby the monument is
preserved on paper or film.
The field of preservation can be represented
diagrammatically as a pyramid, with location surveys
acting as the foundation on which a progressive but
Preservation
diminishing scale of monuments (both in quantity
Detailed Recording
and degree) is recorded with physical preservation as the ultimate for a selected minority.
technical academic
A brief review of the current national
Survey sheet Recording
position regarding the three main levels
Location Surveys
of recording was undertaken and the
observations of the Working Party
on each of these levels are presented in the following sections headed
Location Surveys, Survey Sheets and Detailed Recording. The first two
sections outline the developments in their fields and contain tentative
recommendations but the third section is not so much a review but rather
an essay illustrating, by examples, the many gradations of detailed recording.
The inclusion of the whole of this essay in this section was, in the opinion
of the Working Party, justified by the excellence of the illustrative
material. This material, some of which is unpublished, has never before
been presented in such a comparative way.
Location Surveys
These surveys should provide the base from which the preservation
pyramid rises. They are part of an inventorizing process which is an
essential first step in the formulation of recording or conservation
policies and programmes whether they be national, regional or local. It
was in the pursuit of these aims that the CBA introduced its Industrial
Archaeology Report Card in 1963. The card was intended to be an aid to
the newly formed Industrial Monuments Survey and some thirty thousand
cards were distributed to museums and archaeological societies.
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However, it soon became clear that neither the CBA nor the Ministry of
Works Ancient Monuments Branch possessed the secretarial capacity to
deal with the resulting flow of completed cards and in November 1965
Dr R A Buchanan was invited, as Director of the Centre for the Study
of the History of Technology at Bristol College of Science and Technology,
to assume responsibility for the card record. This was henceforth to
be known as the National Record of Industrial Monuments (NRIM).
Dr Buchanan still administers the Record, now housed at the College's
successor - the University of Bath - and completed cards still arrive
for processing.
Three copies are taken of each card - one for the Record itself,
one is lodged in the National Monuments Record in Fortress House,
London, and the third is held in reserve by the Survey Officer. The
original is returned to the reporter. The Record's copy is coded
according to the industrial monuments classification devised by the
Centre for the Study of the History of Technology. This involves
a two tier classification by county and then by type of industry.
The value of location surveys must be judged in terms of the
usefulness and comparability of the information which can be retrieved
and this in a large measure is dependent on standardisation in the
collection of data. In this respect the pioneer NRIM, with its
enormous variation in standards of compilation, cannot be used for
any, other than the most elementary, analysis.
The experience of other countries with location surveys has
proved rather similar. Both the Records Center for Historical Monuments
in Poland and the Historic American Engineering Record (HAER) introduced
inventory systems with computerized retrieval of information as their
intended goal. Neither agency has yet been able to realize a fullyoperational system though the HAER system, with its use of a large
format punched-edge file card, at least allows sophisticated mechanical
retrieval.
With these considerations in mind the Working Party does not
feel able to advocate the continued use of non-thematic location surveys
for any other than local or regional purposes.
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Survey Sheets
The section on location surveys suggested that the non-thematic
CBA 'Industrial Archaeology Report Card' while providing a rapid
accumulation of basic information on sites and structures in a concise
index form, had its limitations when a more detailed record was
required suitable for assessing the interest and importance of the site.
It is from the short-comings of the CBA card and from the need to enable
relatively unskilled fieldworkers to make the minimum acceptable record
that the concept of thematic survey sheets is gaining popularity in
the recording of industrial monuments. Faced with an ever-widening
gap between the rate of destruction of industrial monuments and the
ability to provide records of these sites before they are lost, the use
of thematic survey sheets becomes increasingly relevant as a shorthand
method of providing an acceptable record which, at the same time, will
serve as a preliminary to accurate analysis and planned site surveys.
Thematic survey sheets can thus be seen to occupy the second tier in
the 'preservation pyramid' already alluded to. The use of thematic
survey sheets for widespread recording is by no means novel, perhaps
the best known precedent has been that for Vernacular Architecture,
first developed by Professor Cordingley in the 1940s and subsequently
modified by Dr R W Brunskill. However, the danger in such methods
lies in the over-simplification and standardisation of the information
and it is especially difficult - judging from the experience of practising
fieldworkers - to envisage an industrial archaeological parallel capable
of satisfactorily embracing the wide diversity of material encountered in
industrial recording. Thus, despite the evident dangers in the proliferation of survey sheets designed to record specific structures, this
approach would seem to be preferable to the constraints imposed by the
adoption of a universal and over-standardised industrial monument survey
sheet.
Accordingly, this Working Party advocates the phased introduction
of a series of thematic survey sheets to supplement the present recording
programmes of the various official agencies engaged in industrial recording.
These survey sheets would generally adhere to a common format but must
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be flexible enough to allow for the great variation in complexity of
the structures being recorded. An essential adjunct to this series
will be a companion range of information sheets and glossaries for
specific structures explaining their basic terms, processes, etc.
The potential of such a co-ordinated series - centrally serviced,
and with both local and national depositories - would be both comparative
and comprehensive in scope. It would offer an efficient means of
utilizing the reservoir of voluntary fieldworkers to amass a large
quantity of basic information about industrial monuments which would
otherwise disappear without record. It would also augment the work
of the official survey agencies in their assessment of subjects for
intensive survey on a nation-wide basis.
A brief examination of some of the survey sheets that are at
present in limited circulation may help to illustrate the potential
scope of this recording technique and give some indication of its aims
and various approaches.
The simplest approach is exemplified by the survey sheet for
recording the traditional type of lime kiln (Fig. 1 ), with its companion
information sheet (Fig. 2 ). It was developed for use in Northumberland
but has been satisfactorily used elsewhere. Regional variations in
terminology will always complicate the widespread use of such sheets
although with relatively simple structures like lime kilns, the general
adoption of recommended terms for their basic components would have some
merit. After a country-wide survey of lime kilns in Northumberland, a
set of these survey forms were analysed and some thirty sites chosen
for intensive survey by measured drawing.
A similar approach has been used for brick and tile works (Figs. 3 and 4 ).
These sites are usually more complex than lime kiln sites and consequently
the amount of information which can be recorded on a single survey sheet
is limited, though such a single sheet can still have its uses for
inventories where it is intended to follow up the extensive survey with
selected site surveys.
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A much more detailed approach to the problem of recording brick
and tile works (and their products) is exemplified by the survey sheets
devised by the British Brick Society. In this case, separate sheets
are provided for individual bricks, brickworks, brick kilns, brick
buildings and documentary sources and Figs.5 and 6 show the sheets
for brickworks and brick kilns respectively. Some of the specialized
information sought on these survey sheets cannot be gained by field
recording methods but has to be ascertained by interview or documentary
research and hence these survey sheets extend somewhat beyond the limits
of the concise survey sheets recommended here. Nevertheless, successfully
completed survey sheets of this complexity, though apparently overlapping
with the detailed recording methods discussed in the next chapter, may
be the most appropriate method for collecting and storing data on such
specialized structures.
Another approach is that of the simple checklist as illustrated by
the survey sheet produced by the Panel for Historic Engineering Works
of the Institution of Civil Engineers for cast iron bridges (Fig. 8)
and by those designed by D Hague of the Royal Commission on Ancient
and Historical Monuments in Wales for engine houses and suspension
bridges (Figs.10 and 11). These sheets have the virtue of recording
most of the necessary technical information in summary form.
A more involved approach is that being developed by the Mills
Research Group under the guidance of D H Jones. Their survey sheets
for watermills (Figs. 12-15) allow for great flexibility in
recording mills. Page 1 records the existence of a mill, its topographical
setting, its layout and construction while pages 2-4 allow for considerable
detail on the waterwheel(s), gearing and ancillary equipment. This system
can provide appropriate cover for watermill sites ranging from vestigial
remains only requiring the cover page to complete mills driven by multiple
wheels involving 6 or more pages.
As already inferred, the thematic survey sheet is still in its
formative stages and its ultimate success as a universal means of
recording industrial subjects will depend on the progressive build-up
of information by the professional and amateur fieldworkers alike and
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on the provision of a central servicing agency and depository. To
be effective, both as a flexible and readily adaptable means of
recording the emphasis should be on conciseness and clarity, and
hence a tabulated form of notation, amplified by sketches (however
simple) and photographs and by the adoption of standard technical
terms should be the criteria. Within these limits the thematic
survey sheet could establish its own identity as a fieldwork method
of documentation at an intermediate level of recording between the
index-type location survey and the more intensive detail surveys
discussed in the next section.
Detail Surveys
Detail surveys can present a diverse and varied picture, ranging
in depth of treatment from a relatively superficial level to a highly
complex record making the fullest use of the three principal recording
media - the written description, the drawn survey and photography,
Except in the broadest sense, it is difficult to categorise detail
surveys, either by type or degree of intensity, owing to the individual
treatment they are likely to demand as a result of the intrinsic qualities
of the structure or building concerned. In practice it will be found
better to assess each subject on its merits and then determine the level
of survey and recording media appropriate to it. This approach has the
advantage of allowing the maximum flexibility of treatment and at the
same time leaves ample scope for the participation of the amateur as well
as the professional. Understandably, the less skilled fieldworker may
not find it practicable to tackle the more sophisticated surveys. However,
it may be reassuring to consider that when reduced to its fundamentals
the detail survey is largely a matter of assiduous observation and investigation, and the qualifications of the fieldworker are therefore commensurate
with the amount of practice acquired in the field and back-up research.
On the other hand it should be pointed out that the methods here
advocated - which are essentially an archaeological approach to the
problem - in no way presume to displace or discredit the highly finished
standards of technical drawing necessarily practised by architects and
engineering draughtsmen. Where such skills and time can be enlisted for
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recording purposes this is to be encouraged, as is widely done in
America (namely by the Historic American Engineering Record) and to
a limited extent in this country in Schools of Architecture (and in
one instance by the recording staff of Leeds City Museum), A case
in point is the recording of machinery which technically, unless
treated at a fairly superficial level (for example, annotated photographs and/or sketches), comes rather within the preserve of the
mechanical engineer and engineering draughtsman.
Examples
The examples here presented attempt to cover a range of surveys,
graded in depth and recording technique across the full survey spectrum.
By and large, three-dimensional drawings will be found to be more
informative and readily understood than conventional elevations and
sections.
For reasons of space, except for Example 1, all the examples are
confined to graphic material, and the latter in most cases represents
only a selection of the full record conducted at the time. Example 1
includes the record sheet in order to illustrate one type of standard
format with essential box-headings. In practice, the written description,
whether of a summary or detailed nature, normally serves as the co-ordinating
element for the collation of other record material, including source
references.
As a broad classification, Examples 1 to 5 represent variations of
the detail survey at the lower end of the scale; Examples 6 and 7 belong
to the middle range, and Example 8 is of the upper limits. Example 8
conveniently shows the detail survey in all its major stages of development and recording technique, including finished drawings suitable for
publication. Example 9 shows two further specimens of finished drawing
technique aimed at clear and concise presentation of the subject. All
the drawings, with the exception of Example 9. Fig. 35 were originally
drawn to a scale conforming to A4 format,
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Example 1 (Figs. 16, 17 and 18) - Carmichael Steam Engine, South
Dudhope Jute Works, Dundee (dismantled). Horizontal steam engine installed
1899 to power 154 looms. Tandem action with large fly-wheel and Lowdon
generator of earlier date. A summary account and a selection of photographs were the extent of this record, aided by oral information supplied
by the operating engineer.
Example 2 (Fig.19 ) - Slubbing Billy, Woollen Mill, Redhouses,
Islay, Argyll, c. 1870 (disused). One of several machines recorded in
sketch-form in order to amplify the main features and working parts.
The annotated drawings in this case minimise descriptive writing.
Example 3 (Fig. 20) - Water-pressure Beam-engine, Wanlockhead,
Lanarkshire (preserved). Early type of pumping-engine employed in the
local lead mines c. 1770. Summary account, supplemented by photographs
and annotated sketch noting the main components.
Example 4 (Figs.21 and 22) - East Cluden Mill, Dumfriesshire (disused).
Late 18th century water-powered grain mill complete with gearing and some
equipment. A relatively complicated mill with emphasis placed on
photography for recording the machinery. In this case, the drawn survey
serves as a key to the layout and working parts and is sketched to visual
scale only.
Watermills and their machinery may of course be recorded by
conventional measured drawings, but this can be a lengthy process, and
in the interests of accuracy, usually requires the survey to be drawn
to scale on site.
Example 5 (Fig.23 ) - Glenisla Village Footbridge, Angus (in use).
A wrought-iron 'suspension' bridge of double-cantilever construction,
built 1824 by John Justice. A survey of one-day duration, confined to
dimensioned drawings, sufficient to record the general design and
constructional details.
Example 6 (Figs.24 and 25) - Aultnaslanash Railway Viaduct, Moy,
Inverness-shire (in use). A trestle-frame structure of timber with
iron-clad joints, built c. 1897 by the Highland Railway. A more
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sophisticated drawn survey, partly sketched and partly drawn to scale,
a four-day duration. A full technical description was prepared in
addition.
Example 7 (Figs.26 and 27) - Inveraray Gasworks, Argyll (dismantled).
A small provincial gasworks established 1841 and in working operation
until 1964. In this survey it was recognised that the emphasis must be
placed on the plant and process. A key plan was prepared by plane
table survey for the purpose of explaining the process and specifying
the individual units of equipment. The 'three-dimensional' element
was then supplied by photography, comprising general views and details.
Professional draughtsmen and a photographer were employed, and the
working process was analysed with the assistance of the resident operator.
Example 8 (Figs. 28-33 ) - Houldsworth's Cotton Mill, Cheapside,
Glasgow (demolished). Built 1804-6 by Henry Houldsworth with William
Creigton as consulting engineer (for Boulton & Watt). Reputedly the
sixth known multi-storeyed building in Britain to be rendered fireproof
by means of an internal iron-frame and brick jack-arch construction.
Also marks an important stage in the development of the cast-iron
beam.
Because of the dangerous condition of this building a time limit
was imposed on the survey, and the first priority was judged to be the
recording of the constructional details by photographs and dimensioned
sketches. This was followed by the preparation of conventional plans,
sections and elevations, drawn approximately to scale and then monitored
by recorded dimensions. Finished drawings were Subsequently prepared.
Example 9 (Figs.34 and 35). Additional samples of finished drawing
technique designed for publication purposes. Fig.34 - Randolph & Elder
Engine Works, Glasgow, 1858-60 (demolished). A sectional axonometric
drawing based on fieldwork records similar to those prepared for Example
8. Fig. 35 - comparative structural details of a) Randolph & Elder
Engine Works, b) Anchor Mills, Paisley, c) Houldsworth's Cotton Mill.

Fig. 1
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LIME KILNS - Traditional Type

DATA SHEET

Survey Project Number

Name of kiln
County

Photographed?

O.S. Grid. Ref

General Condition of kiln

Simple Plan of kiln
showing distribution of
draw arches and
approximate North Point

No. of Pots
Pot Lining
16 Pot empty ?

Plan Shape of Pot
No. of Draw Arches

pprox. dimens. of Pot
Elevational shape of Arches

No. of Eyes per Arch
Material of Construction

Bonding Or Coursing

Associated transport systems
Other Comments

Permission to survey from
Reporter

Address
Date

INFORMATION SHEET
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Fig. 2
LIME KILNS - Traditional Type

Function
A kiln structure for the conversion of limestone to burnt lime which
could then be used as a neutraliser of acid soils by farmers, or a
constituent in mortar by builders etc.
Method
Quarried, and sometimes crushed limestone is burned with coal
in the proportion of about 5:1. Once ignited, kilns can be
operated continuously by the addition of limestone and coal at
the kiln head, and the drawing off of the burnt lime at the foot.
Usual Structure
Although there is a considerable variety in both the detailed and
general nature of a lime kiln, the type considered here will normally
consist of a pot (A), and one or more draw arches (B). Each draw arch
will have one or more eyes
(C) through which the burnt
lime was drawn. Some kilns
have complex plan-forms
with several pots, many
arches, access tunnels etc.
The plan shape of the pot is
often circular but may be
elongated, oval etc. Draw
arch elevational shapes may
be rounded, pointed, gothic etc.
Most kilns are constructed of
sandstone but some may be
found built of limestone, basalt, brick etc. The pot is sometimes lined
with firebrick. headers out.
Since lime kilns are top loaded and bottom drawn, they are either built
against a hillside or provided with a ramp. However the overall height
of a kiln might vary between 2 metres and 20 metres.
Notes

1. Noting whether the pot is full, part full or empty, helps
subsequent decisions about full survey,
2. The orientation and shape of the draw arches may be important
features of a particular kiln site or may reflect local fashions in
lime kiln building.
3. It is rare to find a lime kiln without its associated quarry
although many quarries have been filled in. Note the internal
transport system from quarry to kiln head and from draw arch
level to external transport systems.

References
1. B. C. Skinner, The Lime Industry in the Lothians Edinburgh 1969
2. B. C. Skinner, 'The Archaeology of the Lime Industry in Scotland’,
Post Medieval Archaeology V9. (1975) pp 225-230.
*Note:- Free-standing brick-tower or steel-tube kilns may also be found
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DATA SHEET

Survey Project Number

Name of Works
County

BRICK AND TILE WORKS

o.s. Grid Ref

Photographed?

General Condition of Structures

Simple block
plan of works
including North
Point and key
to structures: Clay Pit
Mill
Wash Mill
Settlingtanks
Moulding Flats
Drying Flats
Kilns

Any Extant Machinery?
Or Products
Type of kiln(s)

Transport Systems

Other Comments

Permission to survey from
Reporter

Address
Date

Fig. 3

Fig. 4
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BRICK AND TILE WORKS

Function - The manufacture of fairly crude clay products such as bricks,
roof tiles, field drains, salt-glaze ware etc.
Method - Clay is non-plastic when dry, plastic when wet and rigid after baking
at about 1000°C
Clay extracted from open pits or from mines was once and occasionally still
is left over winter before being crushed. In some areas it was then passed
through settling/tanks and a wash mill to remove gravels or other inconsistencies
before being admixed with other clays, sand or ashes to achieve an appropriate
body for firing. After kneading in water the clay body was then moulded to the
desired shape and allowed to dry slowly, either in a roofed but open sided
storage area, or on a gently heated 'flat'. When dry the 'green' product
was fired in an appropriate kiln.
Usual Structures - There are regional, and possibly sub-regional variations
in the structures associated with brick and tile works. For example, the
typical Northumbrian brick and tile kiln is very different from its East
Anglian counterpart. Indeed the identification of the kiln type is probably
the major problem when commencing a survey of brick and tile kilns (see later
note). However, all these works have had a source of clay, a crushing mill or
pugmill, manufacturing and drying flats, one or more kilns and a storage area
or shed. The milling and mixing operations were commonly powered by horses,
water wheels or steam engines but occasionally windmills have been used. The
buildings are normally in the regional or local vernacular tradition, but note
that at some works, many of the operations took place in the open air.
Kiln Types - Although it is not possible to be detailed and all-inclusive here,
the most common kiln types are :
CLAMP KILN - For bricks only and simply a carefully arranged pile of 'green'
bricks set on a plinth, interspaced and covered with brushwood then ignited.
Sometimes temporary enclosure walls were provided.
UPDRAUGHT KILN - Either on a rectangular or a circular (sometimes called a
'beehive') plan, these are temporary or permanent structures with multiple
external fireplaces or fire holes passing beneath the kiln floor, the smoke, etc.
passing through vents in the roof. Some rectangular Updraught kilns seem to
have had temporary roofs and end walls replaced after each firing, others had
permanent walls but no roof.
DOWN DRAUGHT KILN - Again either on a rectangular or a circular plan and with
multiple external fireplaces but hot gases, smoke etc. pass down through the
floor of the kiln and out via flues to a detached chimney.
HOFFMAN KILN - A radial or rectangular array of interconnected kiln chambers
with single chimney and an arrangement of flues and dampers which can be set
to preheat the combustion air by heat exchange with fired bricks in some of
the chambers and to dry off the green bricks in freshly filled chambers
using the combustion gases. Fuel added through kiln roof vents.
BELGIAN KILN - Rather similar to Hoffman kiln but usually fired from fire
holes rather than roof vents and no fixed partitions to the chambers.
NEWCASTLE KILN - Usually, but not only, used for firebricks. Rectangular
plan, fire holes, a loading door at front, single chimney at rear - longitudinal
draught.
References - 19th C books on "The Manufacture of bricks and tiles" by Edward
Dobson, together with 19th C technical encyclopaedias are the best general
sources. Dobson's 1850 version has been reprinted as Volume 5 of the Journal
of Ceramic History which includes a useful introduction, notes and bibliography.

BRITISH BRICK SOCIETY
RECORDER'S FORM
BRICKWORKS
WORKS NAME AND ADDRESS
DATES OF
OPERATION
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PRODUCTS

NRIM REF NO

COUNTY

NMR REF NO

TOWN/PARISH

OS GRID REF

BBS REGION

Fig. 5

NAME OF ADDRESS (and tel. no) OF PRESENT OWNER
DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT (including processing machinery, motive power,
haulage system: continue on back)

KILNS (number, type, date built, fuel, no. chambers - or use KILNS form)
DATE OF REPORT

RECORDER'S NAME AND ADDRESS

INDUSTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGY REPORT CARD: BRICKWORKS SURVEY
RELEVANT GEOLOGY

PUGMILL TYPE

TYPE OF BRICKFIELD:
NATURE OF BRICKEARTH

MOULDING METHOD(S)

ANNUAL OUTPUT
Present:
In past:
(give dates)
TYPE OF BRICK & PRICES

TYPE OF HACK

OTHER PRODUCTS & PRICES (e.g. tiles)

FROG CHARACTERISTICS

NAME OF FOREMAN OR CREW LEADER(S)

TRADE MARK (if any)

TOTAL NO. OF EMPLOYEES
RANGE OF PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION
(local; within 15km; within 100km; widespread

Form sent by:
Recorder to Reg. Recorder (4)
Reg. Recorder to:
Reg. Repository (1)
BBS Registrar (3)
BBS Registrar to:
BBS Repository (1)
National Repository (1)
NRIM (1)

Date

OTHER OBSERVATIONS
(including publication references)
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RECORDER'S FORM
BRICK KILNS
WORKS NAME AND ADDRESS

Fig. 6

NRIM REF NO

COUNTY

NMR REF NO

TOWN/PARISH

OS GRID REF

BBS REGION

NAME AND ADDRESS (and tel. no). OF PRESENT OWNER
KILN NO (note 1)

TYPE

PRODUCTS

CAPACITY (note 2)

INTERNAL DIMENSIONS (TYPICAL) CHAMBER (note 3)
CHIMNEY HEIGHT
INTERMITTENT
No of fireholes

CHIMNEY SIZE & SHAPE AT BASE
CONTINUOUS
No of chambers

Size and spacing of fireholes

Type of chamber arch (barrel/transverse)

No and size of wickets

No of feedholes per chamber

No and size of roof vents
DATE IN USE
FUEL TYPE
Wood
Coal
Oil
Gas

Size of flues (state if for hot air or steam)
CONSUMPTION FIRING/TEMPRATURE
SOURCE

FIRING No of days/hours OR setting
CYCLE No of chambers
to each stage
NOTES:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Slow Fire

Full Fire

Cooling Intermittent/
Continuous

Use one form per kiln, unless several are of virtually identical design
Chamber capacity usually reckoned in 1000's of bricks/tiles: otherwise tons
Internal dimensions chamber: diameter, or length x width, x heights b) to the crown of arch/dome
a) to the springing,
For continuous kilns, take dimensions of typical chamber
Supplement form with photos where possible, and sketches, on
continuation sheets

NO OF CONTINUATION SHEETS ATTACHED:
Form sent by:
Date
Recorder to Reg. Recorder (4)
Reg. Recorder to:
Reg. Repository (1)
BBS Registrar (3)
BBS Registrar to:
BBS Repository (1)
National Repository (1)
N-RIM (1)

Date of Report
Recorder's Name
Address

BRITISH BRICK SOCIETY
RECORDER'S FORM
BRICK KILNS - CONTINUATION

-27NRIM REF NO
NMR REF NO

CONTINUATION SHEET NO
Fig. 7
Of
KILN NO (note 1)

WORK NAME
SKETCHES/PHOTOS OF THE KILN AND ITS DETAILS
(include where possible: shape and layout of chambers; wall thickness and construction;
position of arch; sizes of flues, fireholes. wickets, feedholes, vents; details of
fireholes; roofing; position of chimney relative to kiln: coal hoists, bunkers;
feeding flues; oil tanks and pumps; automatic stokers; temperature recording
equipment; and other accessories)

RELEVANT PUBLISHED ACCOUNTS OF THE KILN OR SIMILAR KILNS

Use additional sheets as necessary/ number sequentially/ attach to main form
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Fig. 8

CAST IRON ARCH BRIDGES

1(a)

Name and Locality

1(b)

County (pre 1974)

1(c)

O. S. National Grid Ref.

2(a)

Rly or County Br. No.

3.

Carrying (a)

(post 1974)

Z(b) Jervoise No.

over (b)
4(a)

Total length

4(c)

No. of C I Arch Spans

5(a)

Length of Main Span

5(b) Rise

6(a)

Width between Parapets

6(b) Road width

7.

Bearings (mark appropriate type with an X) -

4(b) Total No. of spans

a) Substructure

b) Superstructure

(i) Plain stone

(i) Tee or end plate

(ii) Plain metal

(ii) Vertical rocker

(iii) C I Shoes

(iii) Shoe

(iv) C I impost

(iv) Pin

(v) Oak packs
8(a)

No. of Ribs

8(b)

No. of segments in each rib

8(c)

Section of rib (mark X as appropriate) (i) Solid rectangle
(ii) Hollow

"

(iii) Channel
(iv)

H

(box)

(vii) Open Web of Arch Rib
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Circles
Crosses
Vierendeel
Patterned
Lettering

8(d)

Dimensions of Rib

8(e)

Bracing between Ribs, ie. horizontal or in the plane of the ribs
(mark X - possibly more than one type) (i) Plain "
(ii) Zig Zag
(iii) Crossed

9.

Stringers, ie. "horizontal" main beams to road deck (describe)-

-2910.

11.

12.

Fig. 9

Spandril infilling (mark X as appropriate) b) separate . . .
a) integral with rib segment . . .
c) details (i) Plain verticals
(ii)
" arched between
(iii) N bracing
(iv) Circles
(v) Plain chevrons (inverted vee)
(vi) Double chevron a) centre line vertical
b) "
" radial
(crosses)
c) "
" uneven
(vii) Patterned
(viii) Solid
Vertical bracing between spandrils of adjacent ribs (mark X) a) Units
b) Systems of bolted pieces
c) Single members
Bracing at stringer level

13.

Deck (below road metal) (mark X) a) C I plates
b) Dished W I or steel
c) Troughing
d) Timber
e) Stone slabs
f) Concrete

14.

Parapets (mark X - more than one if necessary) a) Material (i) C I
b) Shape (i)
(ii)
(ii) W I
(iii)
(iii) Masonry
(iv)
c) Stays
(i) C I
(v)
(ii) Smithed
(vi)
(iii) Steel L
(vii)

15.

16.

Plain vertical
Fancy single vertical
Interlinked hoops
Geometrical openwork
Lettered
Heraldic
Heavy cast patterned

Name of Engineer a) Cast on girder or plaque
b) Recorded
Name of Foundry a) Cast on
b) Known

17.

Date of Fabrication:

a) Cast on

18.

Date of Erection at present site:

19.

Date of Erection at previous site (specify) - a)
b)
c)

b) Known

-30ENGINE-HOUSE
NAME

COUNTY

Fig. 10

PARISH

NAT.GRID

FUNCTION
pumping winding

MATERIALS & CONSTRUCTINONAL DETAILS

OPENINGS
SIZE

DATE

Roof

Walls

INDUSTRY

Rotative machinery

Blowing

Floors
Beam opening

Outer & Rear

Arches or lintels

Length

Orientation

Width

Bob-wall

Wall thickness

Height
Est. diameter of cylinder

ENGINE
Extant

Nature of evidence

Not

Est. length of stroke

CONDENSER - Evidence of its position, or other gear ie. cataract, etc.

CHIMNEY
Extant

Not

Approx. height

Materials

Bottom

Top

Relationship to engine house
BOILER HOUSE

Position

Size

Coal hoppers etc.

No. of boilers

ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT

Winding-drum

Leets

Balance-pit

SHAFT

Open

OWNER (If known)

Covered

Nature of remains

Tunnels

Position
ADJACENT OR NEAREST ENGINE-HOUSE

GENERAL ASSESSMENT OF IMPORTANCE, QUALITY & CONDITION

REPORTER

ACCESS
DATE

-31SUSPENSTSION BRIDGE

DBH

NAME

COUNTY PARISH

PURPOSE

RIVER

PYLONS

MAIN SPAN

CATENARY DETAILS
En-DAR

OR CHAIN

TOTAL

NUMBER

SIDE SPAN VIADUCTS

HEIGHT DECK

HEIGHT

SAG

No PLATES to each

BINDING

ANCHORAGES

CROSS TIES

HEIGHT

SIDE SPANS

DIAM.

CMD.

BUILDER

MATERIAL

LENGTH LINK

DATES ST.

NAT. GRID

SUSPENDER LINK
WIRE

Fig. 11

DESIGNER

NUMBER

LEICTHS

15 v1180

REDUCTION if any.
PINS square or hex nuts

SUSPENDER DESIGN

BACK STAYS. Catenary? Straight? Suspenders
NO SPANS OR BAYS

MATERIAL

ARCHED

GIRDER

DECK CONSTRUCTION STIFFENING GIRDERS UNDER BRACING etc. RAILINGS
SUSPEIDERS SPACTNG NUHBER DESIGN VERTXCAL-INCLINED FOOT-PATHS
ADDITIONS OF MODIFTCATIONS TO CATENARY AND DECKING

RESFMBLANCE TO ANY OTHER BRIDCE
IMPORTANT HISTORICAL EVENTS
OTHER COMMENTS
REPORTERS NAME
& DATE
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Fig. 12
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Fig. 13
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Fig. 14
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Fig. 15

-36THE ROYAL COMMISSION on the
ANCIENT & HISTORICAL MONUMENTS of SCOTLAND
(including the National Monuments Record of Scotland)
54 Melville Street, Edinburgh EH3 7HF
Name of Monument

Class

Crown Copyright
Index No.
County

Carmichael Steam Engine, Dundee
(and Lowdon Generator)
Industrial

ANR/6/1

Angus
Parish

Category
not listed

Ownership or agent

Dundee Burgh

Map Reference
Alexander Henderson & Sons
Jute Manufacturers, Dundee

Condition and Description

50/NO 3831

Perfect but soon to be scrapped

1

Situated in the South Dudhope Jute Works of Alexander Henderson & Sons, Smellie’s
Lane, approached off Lochee Road (A923), Dundee.

2

Date:

3 Maker:

Steam engine 1899; generator earlier.
Steam engine - James Carmichael & Co Ltd, Dundee
Generator - Lowdon Brothers & Co, Dundee.

The steam engine bears the makers’ plater James Carmichael & Coy. Limited Engineers - Ward Foundry - Dundee - 1899 (photo). A second plate on the engine
cut-out bears the maker’s plater James Tate. Maker. Bradford/Tate’s Patent
(photo). The generator bears the makers’ plate: Lowdon Bros & Coy - Dundee volts 210, Amps 125, Revs 800, NO. 4641.
Carmichael Steam Engine: tandem horizontal combined high and low pressure cylinders
with Corliss Valve. Capacity 240 h.p.; 17 in. diameter piston; 32 in. dia.
cylinders with 36 in. stroke. Watt-type governor not original. Flywheel measures
14' 3" diameter and weighs approximately 14 tons; it is constructed of four
quadrant-sections and has a six rope-drive. The engine is fitted with a ‘James Tate’
engine safety cut-out.
The engine is charged, via a steam-pipe, from a boiler in an adjacent building.
It draws its water from a pond close-by and discharges the condensate back into a
secondary pond. Initially, the engine worked 154 looms and four dressing-machines,
together with a generating plant. It remained in operation until November 1966 when
it was substituted by electric power.
London Generator: The generator is older than the engine and initially provided
light for the loom-shed; it was transferred to the present engine house, which is
built on the site of a street, shortly after the Carmichael engine was installed.
In addition to the maker’s plate (8), the base of the generator bears the stamp
Thomas Parker Ltd., Patent, Wolverhampton 20. A separate control-panel (photo)
also bears the name of Lowdon Bros.
Note: The above information was given by Mr Alexander Small, Engineer, who
worked the engine for 51 years; and Mr James Macready, engine-man, who worked
on it for 21 years. The present manager of the works is Mr R T Patterson.

KEY TO INFORMATION: 1. Situation 2. Date 3. Architect 4. Plan-form
5. Roof-form and number of storeys 6. Building Sequence 7. Building materials 8. Description:
external details (e.g. plinth, quoins, eaves, gables, windows, doorways, chimneys); internal
details (e.g. ceilings, fireplaces, staircases, panelling) 9. Armorial and date panels, carved fragments,
funerarymonuments.
Dd 244569 300 8/71 A.P. (19388)

Investigator

Date of Survey

27/2/67
G D Hay
Additional Survey Material
Photographs

Fig. 16
Carmichael Steam Engine, South Dudhope Jute Works, Dundee;
specimen record sheet.
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Fig. 17
Carmichael Steam Engine, Youth Dudhope Jute work, Dundee;
general view.
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Fig. 18
Carmichael Stem Engine, South Dudhope Jute works, Dundee;
A engine cut-out and horizontal cylinder. B. fly-wheel,
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Fig. 19
Slubbing Billy, Woollen Mill, Redhouses, Islay, Argyll;
dimensioned sketch drawings.
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C.

B.

Fig 20
water-pressure Beam-engine, Wanlockhead, Lanarkshire..
A. annotated sketch. B. general view. c. piston-rod

&

guides.
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Fig. 21
East Cluden Mill, Dumfriesshire;
sketch survey of lay-out and working parts
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Fig. 22
East Cluden Mill, Dumfriesshire.
A. general view from NW. B. Waterwheels. C. pit-wheel, wallower
and foot of upright shaft:
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Fig. 23
Glenisla Village Footbridge,
dimensioned sketch drawings.

Angus;
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Fig. 24

Aultnaslanash Railway Viaduct, Moy, Inverness-shire.

-
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Fig. 25
Aultnaslanash Railway Viaduct, Moy, Inverness-shire.
A: B. combined, scale and dimensioned sketch drawings.
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B.

Fig. 26
Inveraray Gasworks, Argyll.
A. Key-plan of process. B.

urifier

house.
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Fig. 27
Inveraray Gasworks, Argyll.
A.
retorts.
B.
condensers.

c.

gas-holders.

D.

guide-rail

&

wheel.
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Fig. 28
Houldsworth's Cotton Mill. Cheapside, Glasgow;
exposed floor section.
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Fig. 29
Houldsworth's Cotton Mill, Cheapside, Glasgow;
dimensioned sketches of beam & column connection.

-50-.

Fig. 30
Houldsworth's Cotton Mill, Cheapsidelasgow;
dimensioned sketches of roof-truss.
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Fig. 31
Houldsworth's Cotton Mill, Cheapside, Glass
plans & sections (approximately to scale & nensioneoned).

-52-

F i g .

3 2

Houldsworth's Cotton Mill, Cheapside, Glasgow;
finished drawing.
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Fig. 33
Houldsworth's Cotton Mill, Cheapside, Glasgow;
finished

drawing.
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Fig. 34
Randolph & Elder Engine Works, Glasgow;
finished drawing.
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detail of strap
bearing -point
- - -

-

A.

- -

coverstrip

details of beam & column connection

c

Fig. 35
Finished drawing, Comparative structural details;
A. Randolph & Elder Engine Works, Glasgow.
B. Anchor Mills, Paisley. C. Houldsworth's Cotton

Mill,

Glasgow.
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APPENDIX A

Techniques of Recording

There is a considerably body of published advice on the techniques
of recording industrial monuments but the Working Party was of the opinion
that no single book was comprehensive enough to be unreservedly recommended.
On practical advice on fieldwork itself, J K Major's Fieldwork in Industrial
Archaeology (1975) provides a good starting point and when used in conjunction
with Bodey &

Hallas Elementary Surveying for Industrial Archaeologists (1978)

is adequate to deal with most practical problems encountered on fieldwork.
Some advice on the use of documentary material is given in Major (1975)
but Major's revised edition (1974) and the original J P M Pannell Techniques
of Industrial Archaeology (1966) comments on their use in greater depth.
None of these references, however, make more than passing mention of the
wide range of other recording techniques such as excavation, aerial and
terrestrial photogrammetry, cine filming (and the making of video tapes) and
oral recording. The Working Party would wish therefore to make a few
comments on these other recording techniques and on the subsequent production
of reports.

Archaeological Excavation
This is a highly skilled process in itself and it leads to the destruction
of the primary material. Relatively few people involved in any branch of
archaeology are capable of directing an excavation and the techniques cannot
simply be acquired by reading but rather by a combination of study and site
experience with expert tuition. A number of universities and colleges
organise courses for the would-be excavator, and application should be made
to one of them in the first instance, or to the Council for British Archaeology
itself.

57.

Aerial and terrestrial photogrammetry
Both aerial and terrestrial photogrammetry, owing to their
sophisticated and scientific nature, need to be geared to a programme
of recording that suits their particular qualities, if they are to be
used to full capacity and hence economically. Terrestrial photogramnetry
is best applied to major projects involving standardised methods and
conditions, for example, a systematic record of elevations and frontages
where site restrictions and obscured site-views present no problems.
Rectified photography is a simpler method of photogrammetry and consists,
in principle, of bringing all the planes of a building or feature to a
common scale and presenting them in elevation. Such rectified photographs
might have a wider application as a first step to the measurement of
buildings by photography.

In practice these methods depend on a proper emphasis and interpretation of the drawing at the plotting stage if they are to become
reliable sources of reference. There might therefore be serious
drawbacks to any policy of advanced recording and then 'banking' the
photographs for long-term interpretation. To operative effectively,
photogrammetry needs to be established on a centralised and wellequipped scale and, for the time being, any recording work suited to
its specialised techniques might best be contracted out to the
commercial agencies who now provide this service.

One form of aerial photography which the Working Party felt was as yet
much under-exploited is the taking of oblique views as well as the more
conventional vertical views. Oblique aerial photography has the merit of
recording both block plan and elevation. There is greater potential here
for providing nation-wide photographic cover of industrial monuments (albeit
of external views) within a relatively short space of time. As a subsequent
refinement, such photographs can be converted by draughtsmen into three
dimensional drawings with the emphasis placed on the main subject and
irrelevant material omitted.
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Cine-film and Video-tape
The use of cine film in recording is an extreme example of the
need for recording techniques to be appropriate to the subject of the
record. Most bridges, for example, can be adequately recorded by the
normal techniques of photography and measured survey, since a 'static'
record is appropriate to a static subject. However, to pursue the
example, moveable bridges cannot be adequately recorded by conventional
means, even if these are augmented by an extensive written report. The
problem should be obvious; a 'non-static' subject will benefit from
a non-static recording method, i.e. by using cine film.
Clearly much more complex subjects which are common in industries
will involve manpower, techniques, skills, crafts, systems and processes
and wherever the time dimension is important in the subject of the
record, then the best record will be one which incorporates the time
dimension in the recording medium. Thus a wide range of industrial
activities will always be best recorded using tine-film or video-tape.
However, film recording should only be used to augment conventional
records and when it is the most appropriate formal record. Moreover,
the desire to make a film record should not be over-influenced by a
secondary desire to produce an educational film. Film recording should
be, like any other form of recording, an attempt to create an archive
of facts. The film should incorporate essential data such as date and
place of filming, but there is little to be said for including opinions,
valu e judgements and anyt hi ng m or e t han f a c t u a l c o mme n t a ry . S i n c e t h e
advent of 'talkies' we have gradually forgotten how to look at film
and learnt how to listen to films - we wait to be told what we are
looking at. Thus commentary, which is sometimes necessary, should only
be used to make up for any limitations inherent in the use of film and
not used to make the visual content irrelevant.

Film recording is expensive and consequently it is unlikely to
be used widely in the forseeable future. The technologies involved
are fairly complex but are also fairly standardized - 16 mm colour
film with optical sound recording should be used whenever possible
although even 8 mm silent film can be used with advantage and much
lower cost. Video-taping clearly has some advantages such as immediate
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play-back and video facilities are now becoming common in schools and
colleges. It may be that most industrial archaeologists will prefer
this medium although the present rate of technological change and
the present spectrum of available, and sometimes mutually exclusive,
systems make it a non-standardized facility.

The Working Party was concerned that proper storage of both cinefilm and video-tape, like that of transparencies and negative film, be made a
high priority. Indeed, it is unlikely that films of any sort can last
forever, even with proper storage facilities, a fact which helps to
emphasise the need for the much more stable written and drawn record.
There is considerable concern at the present time over the lack of
permanence of the video tapes now in use even in the relatively short
term. Specialist film archives do exist and many county record offices
are now catering for film deposits, while the Tramway Trust based at
the Tramway Museum, Crich, Derbys, offer a service to industrial
archaeological societies and members of the Association for Industrial
Archaeology whereby old films of transport or industrial interest will
be copied onto stable film at cost. They will also provide advice on
storage of film.

Oral Recording

The making of tape recordings poses fewer problems than
the consequent means of storage and information retrieval, although
of course the equipment needed for these types of record can be expensive.
There are no published standards for guidance, but many will be wise to
establish a working relationship with a suitable archive before embarking
on a recording programme and wherever possible to arrange for transcripts
to be made of taped material. There is scope for this means of recording
in its own right and as an integrated part of general record of an
artifact. Indeed some form of commentry by those who have worked in a
particular industrial activity can be crucial to an understanding of
tangible remains or some other from of record.
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Production of Reports

THE WRITTEN REPORT

The written element in recording comprises two distinct stages:
the site report and the final report. The final report is much more
than just a formalization of the site report - it is compiled from
a variety of sources in addition to field observation. These other
sources include primary and secondary documentary accounts, questionnaires
and taped interviews. Nevertheless, the comprehensiveness and accuracy
of the site report is fundamental to the success of the final report
and hence some general advice on its production is included here.
(For more detailed advice, see Major (1975) and Historic American
Engineering Record (1978),

The Site Report
Though the wide range in type, extent and condition of industrial
sites precludes any rigid method of making field observations, certain
properties are common to all sites and their recording can usefully
be standardized, If this is done from the outset, subsequent integration
with background research and the writing up of the final report is
greatly facilitated.
For the site itself:
Situation. In addition to locational details e.g. address and grid
reference, give indication of accessibility, topography, surface geology
and relationship to water supply, other services, industries and
communications.
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For each distinct structure within the site :
1.

Location and relationship to other structures.

2.

Estimated date e.g. note presence of any datestones or characteristic
dating features.

3.

Evidence of builder/architect/engineer e.g. note any inscription
plaques, masons marks, etc.

4.

Type of structure: plan form, number of storeys, roof form.

5.

Building sequence+

6.

Constructional materials.

7.

Machinery or evidence of the siting of machinery especially the
prime mover.

8.

Products any evidence of unfinished or complete products or dumper
of broken/imperfect products.

9.

Special features.

10.

Condition (and present use).

The Final Report
This must amplify the details recorded in the site report, thus
maps and documentary sources can supply much more precise information
on date, ownership and designer than can be ascertained by site
observation. In addition, however, the final report may also include
an appraisal of a number of background factors including:
(i) the economic, technological and ownership factors influencing
the choice of site and its subsequent development.
(ii) the rarity and significance of the form of structure and its
relation to function.
(iii) the functioning of the site involving an analysis of the processes
and their interrelationship with the machinery and the prime mover.
(iv) the size and composition of the workforce and its accommodation
and working conditions.
(v) the impact of the site on the local community and its significance
locally or nationally in terms of production, technological
innovation and employment.
(vi) the behavioural factors affecting the development of the site
entailing an examination of the owner's motives, aesthetics, traditions
and sense of social responsibility.
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Both the site report and the final report can be most usefully
presented on a record sheet of A4 format with boxed headings for inserting
standard data. The A4 format is a manageable size for use in the field.
and for future filing and copying purposes. Figure 16 shows such a form
used by the Royal Commission on Ancient and Historical Monuments, Scotland,
for the recording of conventional buildings and structures of all periods.
A slightly modified version with a revised 'Key to information', more
applicable to industrial sites, could use the headings 1-10 of the site
report to regularize its layout.

Photographic Record

Photography may serve either as the backcloth or as the focus of
a survey. For many, and certainly the second grade monuments, it may
be the only record. A purely photographic survey ought to be amplified
by captions if its maximum value is to be exploited and the photographs
should be suitably grouped and mounted for archive purposes.

For detailed surveys, involving written accounts and drawings,
photography should be interdependent with the other media so that a
balanced record is achieved. For while photography may be paramount
in presenting the subject pictorially and in three dimensions, it
cannot record sectional views, (except in the rare instances of collapse),
omit extraneous detail or present a reconstructed version. The very
merits of photography - speed, visual capacity and ease of application need in practice to be treated with caution if due regard is to be paid
to acceptable standards and the need to obtain a carefully balanced range
of photographs comprising general views, close-range views and details.
A mass of indifferent photographs taken at random may be confusing and
meaningless reflecting unfavourably on the competence of the fieldworker.
There Is a considerable body of literature advising on the use of
photography in an industrial archaeological context including Bodey & Hallas
(1978), Bracegirdle (1971a) and (1971b) and J K Major (1975).
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On one point all the authorities agree: viz. that, despite the recent
advances in colour processing techniques, monochrome photographs are
still to be preferred to colour photographs forrecord purposes.
Although the developing and printing costs for standard sized commercial
prints may now be similar there is still a large discrepancy in
subsequent printing costs and especially in those of enlarging.
Furthermore, the permanence of both colour negatives and prints is
still in question, the dyes are fugitive in the light and the material
may lose colour and definition with age. The National Monuments Record,
the logical depository for industrial archaeological record photographs,
does not insist on any specific format for prints it accepts but any
prints submitted should be clearly identified as to subject and location.

THE DRAWN RECORD

Drawings may range from faithful thumbnail sketches made by
amateur fieldworkers with no formal training to accurate measured
drawings prepared by technical draughtsmen. The method of their
production makes it imperative that each drawing be fashioned to its
subject.

Unlike photography, the results are usually directly

proportional to the effort and resources expended.

For the average survey, the measuring equipment need not consist
of more than the measuring tape and rod, aided on occasion by a plumbbob for checking vertical alignment. A compass is also essential for
establishing orientation. For more complex and irregular plans, the
plane table and alidade are useful aids for plotting to scale on site
while a sophisticated version - the self-reducing alidade - dispenses
with manual measurement entirely, but this instrument really comes
within the scope of the professional surveyor.
All drawings have their merits and, within the range indicated,
there is scope for anyone to resort to graphic documentation. This
range may be represented as a spectrum with progressive grades of
accuracy but with no firm divisions. At one end of the spectrum
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is the vignette or marginal sketch grading into the annotated and/or
dimensional sketch. These sketches may serve to amplify or abbreviate
the written account. Three-dimensional sketches, particularly of
details, are often the most effective method of presenting the subject
in clear concise terms to the layman and professional alike. They
can be superior to photography in that they can be annotated, dimensioned,
sectional ised and re-constructed. These are followed by the dimensional
spot survey representing the quickest conventional method for producing
measured drawings back in the office. For archaeological and analytical
purposes, however, they are best confined to straight-forward or regularly
set-out structures. Finally, there are drawings measured and drawn to
scale on site. These are suitable for producing the full range of
conventional, architectural and technical drawings, comprising site
plans, sections and elevations, features and machinery. They have
evolved initially from the use of specialised survey equipment such
as the plane table and alidade. It is a method particularly suitable
for recording building groups and buildings of a complex nature and
irregular plan. It avoids the short-comings of the dimensional sketch
survey which normally has to be deciphered away from the site and has
the major advantage of producing an accurate drawing available on site
for the direct reference of the investigator.
The drawing of machinery poses special problems. The drawings
are invariably intricate and often require specialised knowledge for
correct interpretation. Three-dimensionalmachine-drawings in terms
of expertise and time would probably need to be on a highly restricted
scale. In practice a key lay-out plan (for example, of loom machinery
or a watermill) amplified by photographs of the machinery, may often
prove to be the best compromise. Bodey & Hallas (1978) and J K Major (1975)
both give some advice on measuring up machinery but the first edition
of Pannell (1966) gives much fuller advice while the earlier Volumes of
engineering journals contain beautifully drawn examples of machinery
and these illustrations can occasionally throw light on incomplete machinery
found on site.

Standard scales for measured and drawn surveys are: site plans
l/500 and l/200; general plans elevations and sections (depending on
size of structure) l/200 (1/16in - 1ft), 1/100 (1/8in - Ift), 1/50 (1/4in - 1ft);
selected parts of building l/50 and 1/25 1/2in - 1ft); details 1/10 (1:8),
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l/5 (1:4) and full size. The survey equipment used in the preparation
of measured and drawn surveys consists of the plane table used in
conjunction with the ordinary alidade and measuring tape (scales 1:50
to 1:200), and the self-reducing alidade (scale 1:500 and upwards).
The self-reducing alidade - dispensing as it does with manual measurement is ideal for surveying extensive sites where there are considerable
height variations and natural obstacles such as lakes and rivers. For
medium and short range measurement, such as room interiors and courtyards, where large scale drawings (1:100 and '1:50) of great accuracy are
required a variation on the self-reducing alidade is to use a theodolite
in conjunction with a traverse survey and triangulated offsets. However,
in practice, each monument may need to be judged on its merits with
regard to the method of survey adopted and therefore the options should
be kept open.
There is some debate regarding which unit of measurement is
preferred for the recording of industrial monuments. While it may be
standard practice in both conventional archaeology and architecture
to use the metric system, one school of thought suggests that there
may be advantages in retaining imperial measurement for a class of
building whose design was regulated by the modular values and tolerances
of imperial measure. Certainly the subsequent interpretation of survey
drawings is greatly facilitated if they display the same units of
measurement as the documentary sources with which they are being compared.
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APPENDIX B

Deposition of Records

The recording of an industrial site is not an end in itself
but a means to an end: the better understanding of the nature and
history of the site recorded, of the class to which it belongs, and
of the society which gave rise to it. It follows therefore that
when the record has been completed it should be made available to
others working in the field. Sometimes this will be done by
publication but most often by depositing the record or a copy of it
in a public archive or, better still, in two or more archives.
The national repository for records in England is the National
Monuments Record at 23 Savile Row, London, W1X 1AB, which will pay
a fee for the record, or for a copy of it, or for the opportunity to
copy it. The National Monuments Record for Scotland is at 54 Melville
Street, Edinburgh, EH3 7HF, and that for Wales at Edleston House,
Queen’s Road, Aberystwyth, SY23 2HP.
Every county or other large local authority has its own Record
Office and the record, or a copy of it, should be deposited there.
The Royal Commission on Historical Manuscripts, Quality House, Quality
Court, Chancery Lane, London, WC2A 1HP, publishes a list of addresses
of Record Repositories in Great Britain. Nearly every county in
England runs a Sites and Monuments Survey under the direction of
either the County Planning Officer or of the County Museum and the
Survey should at least be informed that the record has been made, and,
if possible, provided with a copy.
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APPENDIX C

Use of Glossaries

Industrial archaeologists frequently meet problems of terminology,
partly because of the wide range of their interests, partly because of
the need to use terms not now in general use, and partly because of
local variations in words used for particular artefacts, etc,
Generalised technical dictionaries and encyclopaedias are common from
the eighteenth century onwards and these are invaluable sources of
terminology and information. Although not all large libraries stock
the earlier reference works, most will have copies of fairly recent
material and it is worth noticing that almost every branch of applied
and pure science, agriculture, architecture, etc. has relevant
dictionaries. The various versions of the Oxford English Dictionary
are generally available and will usually meet all but the most specialist
terms.
Problems of local terminology in subjects like millwrighting, for
example, are less tractable and here it is necessary for researchers
working in such areas to collaborate in an attempt to produce definitive
glossaries which take account of proven variations.
It is unnecessary, and at the moment impractical, to list all
the dictionaries, glossaries and encyclopaedias that have been published
but the following list will give some idea of the range.

W J Arkell & S I Tomkeieff

English Rock Terms: Chiefly used by
Miners and Quarrymen, (Oxford University
Press, 1953).

S C Brees

The Illustrated Glossary of Practical
Architecture and Civil Engineering,
(London, 1852).

Chambers

Chambers Dictionary of Science and
Technology, (Edinburgh, 1974).
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J Fleming et al

A Dictionary of Architecture, (Penguin, 1977).

W K V Gale

The Iron and Steel Industry: A Dictionary
of Terms, ( D a v i d & C h a r l e s , 1 9 7 1 ) .

G C Greenwell

A Glossary of Terms used in the Coal Trade
of Northumberland and Durham, (Bembrose &
Sons, 1888).

H Herkimer

Engineers'

Illustrated

Thesaurus,

(New

York,

1 9 5 2 ) .
J G Horner and G K GrahameWhite

A Dictionary of Mechanical Engineering Terms,

J L Nayler and G H F Nayler

Dictionary of Mechanical Engineering, (Newnes-

(The Technical Press, 1967).

Butterworths, 2nd ed. 1975).
McGraw-Hill

Dictionary of Scientific and Technical Terms,
(New York, 1974).

A Nelson

Dictionary of Mining, ( G e o r g e N e w n e s L t d ,
1964).

A Rees

The Cyclopaedia; or Universal Dictionary of
Arts, Sciences and Literature, (Longmans,
1802-19). (Sections reprinted, David &
Charles, 1972).

R A Salaman

Dictionary of Tools - used in Woodworking
and Allied Trades, (Allen and Unwin, 1975).

J S Scott

A Dictionary of Building, (Penguin, 1974).

J S Scott

A Dictionary of Civil Engineering, (Penguin
3rd ed. 1979).

R E Zupko

English Weights and Measures, (University of
Wisconsin Press, 1968).
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APPENDIX D
BIBLIOGRAPHY

This short bibliography has been compiled to indicate the range
of books relevant to the recording of industrial sites and to direct
the fieldworker to the more comprehensive bibliographies available
elsewhere. Three texts - Bodey & Hallas (1978), Major (1975) and
Pannell (revised ed. 1974) - are primarily devoted to offering advice
on recording industrial sites and these all include general bibliographies while Bodey & Hallas, in particular, gives details of books
dealing with surveying methods and the elements of draughting. The
two national industrial archaeological journals - Industrial Archaeology
Review and Industrial Archaeology carry articles illustrating the
results of fieldwork and occasionally include articles, e.g. Bracegirdle
(1971 a), devoted to recording techniques. The Transactions of the
Newcomen Society also contain much valuable material of relevance to
industrial archaeology. Many local industrial archaeological societies
publish journals and some, notably the Bristol Industrial Archaeological
Society with twelve annual issues already published, have built up a
valuable archive of published fieldwork results.
There are also several general texts on industrial archaeology
covering the topic either by industry or geographically. Those with
extensive bibliographies include Butt & Donnachie (1979), Buchanan (1980),
Cossons (1975) and Falconer (1980). The regional series of industrial
archaeological books produced by B T Batsford and David & Charles also
contain a wealth of references to local industrial archaeological
material.

H Bodey & M Hallas

Elementary Surveying for Industrial Archaeologists, Shire Publications, 1978.

B Bracegirdle (a)

Industrial Archaeology and Photography,
Industrial Archaeology, Vol. 8 No.1, Feb 1971.

B Bracegirdle (b)

Photography for Industrial Archaeology, Chapter
in Cossons & Hudson, Industrial Archaeologist's
Guide 1971-73, David & Charles, Newton Abbot,
1971.
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R W Brunskill

Illustrated Handbook of Vernacular
Architecture,

Bristol Industrial Archaeological Society
R A Buchanan

1971.

BIAS Journal, Vols. l-12.
Industrial Archaeology in Britain, Allen Lane,
1980.

J Butt & I Donnachie

Industrial Archaeology in the British Isles,
Paul Elek, 1979.

N Cossons

The BP Book of Industrial Archaeology,
David & Charles, 1975.

K Falconer

Guide to England's Industrial Heritage,
Batsford, 1980.

Historic American Engineering
Record
Oxford University Press
(publisher)
Various publishers (latterly
Graphmitre)
J K Major

Field Instructions, Dept of Interior,
Washington, 1978.
Industrial Archaeology Review, (3 times a
year), OUP 1977.
Industrial

Archaeology,

(quarterly),

1964 >
Fieldwork in Industrial Archaeology,
Batsford, London 1975.

Newcomen Society

Transactions.

Pannell (revised ed. J K Major)

Techniques of Industrial Archaeology,
David & Charles, Newton Abbot, 1974.

A

Raistrick

Industrial Archaeology: An Historical
Survey, Eyre Methuen, 1972.

J C C Williams

Simple
1970.

Photogrammetry,

Academic

Press,

